
Scrubmaster B260 R
Ready for big tasks

Large distribution centers, warehouses, manufacturing and industrial 

applications: The requirements placed on cleaning large areas are 

versatile. The PowerBoss Scrubmaster B260 R can therefore be flexibly 

upgraded with various attachments to extend its application options 

beyond just scrubbing. With its high performance and coverage of 

92,000 ft2 per hour and 68-gallon capacity, the B260 R can easily 

accomplish any large task. 

Simple to empty and maintain 
Large quick drain hoses and no 
tools needed for daily maintenance 
and squeegee adjustments,  
ensures maximum performance 

Efficient Design 
The Scrubmaster B260 R offers upfront 
operator visibility and operator on/off 
access on either side of the machine



Different scrubbing units for every requirement
From cylindrical brushes to 2-disc-brush units, right  
up to a 3-disc-brush unit with ideal power distribution  
that optimally protects the floor. 

Additional safety      

Equipped with an optional 

overhead guard, side bumpers  

and BlueSpot light, the 

Scrubmaster B260 R meets 

all requirements in terms of 

occupational safety, which  

is of particular benefit for 

applications in logistics and  

other major industries.

1.800.323.9420
www@powerboss.com

PowerBoss World Headquarters
14N845 U.S. Route 20
Pingree Grove, IL 60140

Standard Option

From standard to heavy-duty applications       

In the field of professional floor cleaning, 

each job site comes with its very 

own challenges. Whether it is heavily 

frequented public areas, particularly 

complex floors, cleaning during running 

operations, or versatile production  

residues – the Scrubmaster B260 R easily  

masters every task, for instance with the  

pre-sweep/vacuum unit collecting loose 

dirt prior to wet-cleaning the floor, 

which makes laborious pre-cleaning 

unnecessary.

Scrubmaster  
B260 R

Cylindrical 42”
Disc 42” and 48”

68 Gallon Solution Tank

68 Gallon Recovery Tank

36V – 395 AH Battery/Charger

Speed Sensitive Water Control

4-Sided Linatex Squeegee Blades

On-Board Spray Hose

Non-Marking Tires

Color LCD Operators Screen

On-Board USB Charger

Yellow Touch-Points

Flashing Light

Off-Aisle Vac Wand

Dual Sweep Brushes (Cylindrical Only)

Pre-Sweep Attachment

36V – 390 AH Sealed AGM Battery

3 Year Parts and Labor Warranty


